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S(00P
by Peter Slatin umd Suzqnne Stephens

P/A Hils AIA for

Boondoggling

After a soporific start in consolidating
its new direction, ProgresJz.c;c
47ic4z.Zgczzfrgcertainlyjolteditsreaders

with a bracing article, "AIA Worth
the Price of Admission?" in its April
1994 issue.  The cover story, by
Michael Crosbie, pointed out that the
dues you thought were so high, are-
in comparison with the dues other

professional  organizations charge (see
p. 65). Also if members wondered
where the money goes, that is spened
out in grim detail. Much of it goes to
travel expenses for the 49-member
board to meet four or five times a year,
with spouses funded for three of the
meetings. Asked how he was able to
extract the numbers from the AIA,
Crosie said, "It was easy. I simply
asked the comptrouer. The AIA was
very helpfu in this regard."

In qnd Around New York

Kohn Pedersen Fox Interior
Architects has completed work on a
five-story, 8 5 ,000-square-foot space at
420 Fifth Avenue for the Rockefeller
Foundation, which moved from its
Sixth Avenue offices in March. Still
incomplete is a work by Maya I.in, to
be instaued this fall in the lobby. The
KPFIA design includes a slate bridge
and stairway that threads through the
full length of the space from the 19th
to the 23rd floors. The project has a
moderate sustainability quotient,

incorporated at the foundation's
request. Copper roofing scraps are
inset in cherry-wood ban doors
between offices. By using glass office

par[itious droughout in this new,
flashed-up building by Brennan Beer
Gorman, they were able to bring day-
light to every employee workstation,
something more common in
European office design .... Kliment and
Halsband, whose new 34th Street
entrance to Penn Station should open
this summer, is also working on new
headquners and branches for
Independence Savings Bank of
Brooklyn. The firm is renovating
45,000 square feet on three floors of a
former Brooklyn Union Gas building
at 195 Montague Street. In addition,
they are renovating a 35,000-square-
foot branch in a landmarked 1922
bank building, which Robert Kliment
chara.cterizes as "a dry neoclassical

building" at Atlantic Avenue and
Court Street, on a block filled with
banks .... With the recent opening of its
new 330,000-square-foot library and
administrative center on 25 th Street
between higton and Thd
avenues, Baruch College is taking to
heart its mission as an engine of learn-
ing: When the building, just renovated
by Davis Brody & Associates, was
built in 1895, its ground floor served
as a power plant for the city's steam-
operated metropolitan ralways; the
upper floors were rented to industrial
and printing plants. It was then con-
verted to electric power for the troHeys
and later served as a substation, but
had fallen into disrepair when plan-
ning for the library began in 1986.
DBA converted a 36-by-74-foot light
well that reaches through the center of
the eight-story budding - from the
bottom of the second floor into a.n

Inde|jendence Savings Bank, Brooklyn, renovation, Kliment Hal§band

atrium - bringing light to the libray,
which runs from the second to fifth
floors. DBA is also in design develop-
ment of phase one of columbia
University's Center for Disease
Prevention, between 167th and 168th
streets on St. Nicholas Avenue. This
165,000-square-foot, $35.3 million
budding, which includes retail on the

ground floor and five floors of research
laboratories, is the first phase of a two-
stage project and should begin con-
struction late next year. In design, it is
intended to complement Davis
Brody's Audubon Research Building,
now topping off at the site of the for-
mer Audubon Ballroom ....

Richard Meier, A;Ichitif=\es  by Loui§ Hellman

Richard Meier is the architect chosen
to renovate the two new town houses
David Geffen just bought on East
65th Street. It is speculated that the
interiors will be done by the finously
reluctant decorator Rose Tallow, who
has been decorating the former Jack
Warner house for Geffen in LA
Meier used to be famous himself for
not wanting decorators involved in
his projects, but something may have
changed. Meanwhile, Meier is also
designing the West Coast branch of
the Museum of Television and Radio.
The miLseim, which will occupy a
former bank building in Beverly Hills,
is 20,000 square feet. This means that
che42,000-square-footgalleryMeier
is designing for I.any Gagosian, also
in Beverly Hius, is more than twice
the size of the museum .... Bemard
Tschumi and Gruzen Sampton (as
associated architects) are working on
an expansion and renovation scheme
for Ferris Booth Hall, the eyesore of
a student center at Columbia
University, designed by Shreve Iamb

and Harmon in
1961 . rue all
paries clan it
is premature to
talk about the
extent of work
being done on
the building, it
is Tschiimi's

Pcfcr s¢77zpfo#                       first for

Columbia.
Peter Sampton says the joint venture
"is a 50-50 couaboration of two very

different architects from design right
on through construction."...

Visitors Service Center,  St. John the Divine,
Neu) York,  Lee Sholnick

St. John the Divine, at 114th Street
and Amsterdam, doesn't have its
Calatrava addition yet, but a diminu-
dive new Education Center has been
designed by I.ee Skohiik. The center,
constructed of a steel grid of scaffold-
ing encasing a birch plywood house,
has castors at its base. with banners

appended from the grid, it can be
rolled where needed for special events

(but not as far as the beach), although
it will usually be located in the center
of the narthex .... The Fifth Annual
New York Preservation Awards have
been given to Ehrenkrantz & Eckstut
for the U.S. Custom House restora-
tion; Stephen D. Weinstein/John
Ellis & Associates for the Tottenville
hibrary in Staten Island; Vijay Ffale
and ReSnald Grasmick for the
restoration ofAdams Dry Goods
Building at 675 Sixth Avenue; and

J. harry]ones & Associates for the
Henry Street Settlement House
restoration.

Tottenville Library, Stdten I§hand, Stephen D.

Wein5tein/John Elli§ dr ASSocidte$
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Citibdnb renovation, Moscow, Leibman
Meltingpartnershi|)

And Beyond

The Leibman Melting Partnership
has just finished renovaing and
expa.ndinga510,000-square-foot
headquarters building for Citibank in
Moscow.  The six-story building, on
Mayakovska Square, has a new top
floor and mansard roof. Another
Moscow office building Leibman and
Melting is designing was commis-
sioned by American developers Robin
Moscow Ltd. with Zeckendorf
International. Currendy under con-
struction on Leningrandsky Prospect,
the nine-story, concrete-paneled for-
mer aparment house is being reclad in
concrete board and stucco. Among
other projects in Russia, Leibman
Melting is designing 2,700 units of
low-rise housing as single-funily viuas
and clustered three-story apartment
buildings on four sites in and around
St. Petersburg ....

DianaAgrest
and Mario
Gandelsous,
who have been
working on a
Des Moines
"vision" plan for

Des Moines,
Mario Gandelsonas            Towel(Ocuha,

December 1990, p. 9), have just
received a commission from the Des
Moines Development Coiporation, a

group of private businesses, to plan a
30-block arcs, now a derelict industrial
area, as a gateway to the city when

approaching it fi.om the alaport.
Gandelsonas reports that the team,
which includes Des Moines architects
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Herbert, I.owis, Kmse, Blunck and
landscape architects Cross Gardener, is

proposing a park with a lake and an
arts colony on the edge where existing
warehouses can be retained for lofts
and studios. Also being proposed is  an
"informational park" in an area that

stretches from the local TV station
and Meredith Publications on one side
totheD6+114loz.776fjdegiverontheother.

The spine of the information park,
Gandelsonas sa.ys, will be an 1,800-
foot wall, which is 25 feet deep and
will act as a circulation device (street
on the ground floor, skywalk above)
with certain services attached to it.
Agrest Gandelsonas is teaming up
with Geddes Brecher Qualls and
Cunnincham of philadelphia to estab-
hsh a "vision plan" for Red Bank,
New Jersey. The plan includes finan-
cial strategies for implementation, a

plan for the development of infrastruc-
tune, and a revised zoning code. Since
real estate assemblage chat was aban-
domed in the recession has left blighted
areas around town, the team will also
try to see how the cha.racter of the
town of 1 1,000 -still known for its
main street, its old houses, and the
river - can be reta.ined. Ulrich
Franzen's Alley Theater in Houston
was given the Twenty-five Year
Award, which recognizes "outstanding
structures that have withstood the test
of time," by the IRA Houston
Chapter. The Chapter had voted for
the project last year, but realized it was
still too young.

Plan. Des Moines, Iouja, Agre§t Gd,ndelsonas

and Herbert, Leu)is, K:ruse, Bluncb

Archileclurql Hislory

FoundqTion lo (eqse

Publishing

by Suzqnne Slephens

Aher 18 years of pubhshing, the
ArchitectLiral History Foundation will
discontinue its pubhshing activities in
September. Its president, Victoria
Newhouse, recently announced she
felt the AHF mission had been accom-

plished. "There is much more being
published in the field of architecture
today, and we had something to do
with that," she said. Regarding her
own involvement, she indicated that a
developing interest in classical antiqui-
ty a.nd a desire to devote more time to
that field guided her decision. In the
meantime, AHF will pubhih four
books scheduled for the spring. The
bocks, I,eon vavdyer, Hieoricirm in
£4c 4g€ a/7?zc7¢4fz?)/, by Barry Bergdou,

W:rigbtinHo[rfuiood..Vi§iomofaNeui
4rc4z.zac7z4rg, by George Sweeney,

Jones Ganble Rogers and the
Af chdectwre of pro;gr)rid:tisr)a dry Aalon

Bersky,alrd.AWorksho|]fiorpeace,
DesigivngtheurritedNedoris
f7c4ee7", by George Dudley, will
be distributed by MIT Press, as will
AIF's back-list books.

Cambridge University Press has taken
a.n option on the remaining manu-
scripts contracted by AHF. "AHF has
established itself as a premier publisher
of architecture," states Beatrice Rehl,
the editor of the fine arts books for
Cambridge. "This is a real opportunity
to take over a group of books that rep-
resent the highest in scholarship, and
to enhance the program I am nying to
create.„

Of those remaining manuscripts, five
have been officially accepted, Rehl
reports, although she was reluctant to
specify the tides unul the agreements
with the authors were signed. As for
the rest of the books under AHF con-
tract, Cambridge University Press has
"expressed a strong interest" to the

authors, but Rehl says it is not obligat-
ed to pubhsh them unul the publish-
ing house reviews the final versions.
According to Rehl, who pubhihes

approximately seven architectural titles
a year out of a total of 25 art and
architecture titles, the hits from the

two houses are "complementary: Both
are interested in books that are not
faddish or trendy. "

Meanwhile, AHF will maintain its
board of directors to oversee the dis-

persing of money from the back-hit
and the payment of royalties.
Newhouse says that the Vincent Scully
research grant will continue, but has
announced that the Samuel H. Kress

pubhcation fellowship ends this year.
The 1994 winner of the Kress fellow-
ship is Alck Mcl.Can, professor of
architectural history at the University
of Miami; the winner of the Scully

grant is Eileen Michels, professor
emerita and adjunct professor at the
University of st. Thomas in St. Paul,
Minnesota.

A rather poignant, if appropriate, end-
ing to AHF's remarkable accomphsh-
menus is the fact that its book B¢£4f
andBathingincharicalAndqdy,T>ry
Fikret Yegul, has just won the Alice
Davis Hitchcock Award given by the
Society of Architectural Historians.
Another book recendy pubhihed by
AH:I , The Politcs of the Gerl'lun
Gothic Reiiival Augun Rdeheraperger,
by Michael I.owis, received an honor-
able mention. B¢£4J ¢7zd B¢£4z.7¢g is the

eighth AIIF book to win the
Hitchcock award. Because of these
accomphihments and its commitment
to pubhihing very specialized works, it
is particularly sad to see the
Architectural History Foundation dis-

appear from the publishing world. Of
particularvaluewastheAmerican
Monograph series, which concentrat-
ed on such early twentieth-century
architects as Bertram Goodhue,
Addison Mizner, Charles Platt, Ernest
Flagg, and James Ga.mble Rogers.
One hopes Cambridge will continue
to pubhih the much-needed scholar-
ship on these and other architects who
have left their own distinctive architec-
oral imprints on this country.

Finlqnd by Design:

Self-guided Tours

by Wendy Moonqn

Taking advantage of the fact that das-
sic Scandinavian style is suddenly back
in fashion (wimess the news from
Milan's Salone Intemazionale del
Mobile in April), the Finnish Tourist



Board has created a self-guided tour of
Finland. It begins with Hvittrask, the
lakeside vina designed by Eliel
Saarinen in 1903. Then comes
Finlandia Hall, which Alvar Aalto
designed between 1963 and 1968 for
Toolo Bay in Helsinki, along with the
Alvar Aalto Museum, Society, and
Foundation. I.esser known to
America.ns is the new deconstructivist
extravaganza, the Heureka Science
Center, on the outskirts of Helsinki.
The building, wildly popular with
children, was created by the young
team of Mikko Heikkinen and
Markhai Komonen, the architects who
have just completed Finland's new
chancerybulldinginWashington,D.C.

Heureha Science Center, Helsinki,  Finland

The Finnish Tourist Board in New
York will customize a do-it-yourself
itinerary for any architect upon
request. Contact RItva Muller at the
Finnish Tourist Board, 655 Third
Avenue, New York, New York 10017,
call 370-5540, or fir 983-5260. This
summer the Sixth Intemadonal Alvar
Aalto Symposium in the city of

Jyvaskyla takes place between August
19 and 21 . It is being chaired by
Markku Komonen, with two days of
lectures and seminars and a third day
spent visiting Aalto bujldings in and
around Jyvaskyla. Participation is lim-
ited to 600. Contact the Alvar Aalto
Museum, Alvar Aallon katu 7, P.O.
Box461,SF40101,Jyvaskyla,
Finland, or fax 35841-619-009. Note
that the Finnish mark was recently
devalued. Carpe diem!

Wed;y Moon:n is a writer a;nd edinr on architec-
ture cnd design. Sl]e is ci nei'nber of the AIA Nou!
York Chapter Publicatioris Corrmittee.

URBAN   STORIES

by Peter Slalin

Public Affairs

Westway it's not, but someday the
500-acre Hudson River Park, flanked
by the river and Route 9A, will stretch
from Stuyvesant Hich School to 59th
Street, a multicultural, arts-resplen-
dent, historical parade of parkways,
esplanades, and bicycle and walking

paths. That is, if it follows the initial
proposal of the joint venture parmer-
ship of Quennell Rothschild/Signe
Nielsen, landscape architects, along
with Beyer Blinder Beue and a team
of eleven other consulting firms. Their
scheme was selected in late April by
the Hudson River Park Conservaney
from eleven finalists, to develop the
master plan of the park over the next
two years. They will also undertake
schematics for stage one of the park,
which runs from Stuyvesant High to
the foot ofJane Street. Under the con-
trol of the Conservaney, a UDC sub-
sidiary, the work will be funded by city
and state douars and completed in
stages in conjunction with the rebuild-
ing of the roadway. It also includes the
restoration of 13 public piers and the
creation of a $53 million park at the
foot of 23rd Street. Arnie Abramowitz,
the Conservaney's vice president, says
the cost of the project is still under
negotiation. "It could be a $500
million pla.n when it's finished," he
notes, "but that's a long way off."

Who's Waxing Whom
on Times SquqFe?

Not so distant is the August deadline
for Times Square Center Associates
to sign on to the UDC's Robert
Stem-led interim plan for the
Crossroads of the World ( Ocz//z4f,
November 1993, p.10; December
1993, p.12). If it fails to do so, the

UDC will then deliver Sites 1 and 2
to TSCA, and it will have one year to
begin construction or forfeit its $241
million letter of credit.

So far, however, TSCA has budged tit-
tle from its initial distaste for Stem's
signage guidehines. "It's safe to say that
Prudential and Park Tower are reluc-

"Evening on the Battery," from Harper'§

Weekly, A|iril 6,  1878, illustration f;or Hudson

River Park pro|)osal

tart and are seeking ways to get out of
them," says Stern. As for published
assertions by TSCA officials, that
"some of the ideas we've put forward

are not properly costed", Stern coun-
ters, "I don't think those claims are
necessarily to be trusted. Of course, if

you're only willing to give a short
lease," Stem adds, "it's obvious that no
tenant will want to spend lavishly on a
sign."

"The August deadline is our standstill,"

says 42nd Street Redevelopment
Project president Rebecca Robertson,
"and if we deliver the sites, it's going to

be preny cataclysmic, unless they have

$91 rillion in subway funds and an
office building in their pocket."

While waiting for TSCA to make a
move, the UDC - with assurances
from the new mayor's office of the
forthcoming  $35 million pledged by
former Mayor Dinkins to buy Site 7
-is read)ing an RFP for the I,000-
room hotel, retail, and entertairment
complex planned for the site. The
UDC has also hired I.asalle Partners
to help assess a growing number of
retail offers. So far, however, despite
Disney's sign-on this winter, one big

prize still out there is Madame
Tussaud's, which has been in negotia-
tion for a space in Tines Square for
over 18 months, says Martin King,
director of business development for
the 200-year-old London company.

King is optinstic about Tines
Squre, "if we can make a deal we
could regard as economic." Tussaud's
is looking to deal with not only the
UDC and the city but also the devel-
opers. "It's not a must for us to come
to the city," he notes. "We've been

looking at sites in the U.S., Europe,
and the Far East, as well. But our stud-
ies show that we would be providing a
large number of jobs a.nd a billion-dol-
lar spin-off' from a 50,000-squne-
foot space. The London museum
draws 2.5 million tourists a year, and
Tussaud's projects similar numbers for
New York.

Visitors notwithstanding, says King,
"the issue for TSCA is office tenants'

view of an entertairment fachity in
their building." Perhaps, he says, they
fad to understand that "we're not a
honky-tonk, end-of-the-pier show.
We're in a thousa.nd-year-old castle
and get more visitors tha.n the Tower
of I.ondon. W€ just wouldn't do that
if we were at the cheesy end of the
market.„

Still, New York is where the "art of the
deal was perfected," says King. It will
be interesting to see who melts first in
theAugustheat.

Charrette:
The Choice of

NTisArchitects
•  Authorized AIA docu-

ments distributor.
•  Most complete selec~

tion in the industry -
in stock!

•   NEW!  CAD and

plotter equipment
and supplies.

•   NEW!  Everyday
discount prices -
up to 70°/o off !

•   NEW!  1994-1995
Discount Supplies
Catalog.  Call for
your Copy.

Call: 212-68318822
Fax:  212-683-9890
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A]rtim have often compbined that archi-

teats try to inject too mach architecture

into the design of galleries a;nd museuryis.

They compete with the ¢n, uihether they

iAIe trad;itjma,I f ;ea,twe§ §ueh as roomlike

gal!erie§, cornde moidingF, cowed ceiling;,

arid enfilade ciroubdon, or a modernist

uocabuhry iiiiianipulated to hdyhten

percepral qfficts, such as canted walls,

ran|]s,a;nddyrianicalkyfoowingpace§.

These f tour f rriii!is, uihich have d[l recently

complcted a riusoum, ga!!Any, or exhibi-

hen hall, are modernim uiho believe in

an almost abstemious Simplicity to

enhd,nee the dipdy of the ¢n object.

In 7iiiid:ny cases, the concern has been

prompted ky the budget or the linited

|]rogran. Thdr a,pproaches, ujhich are

rievertheless dndmct from each other, still

engjage architecm;ral issues, which they

djscussavttbOcndus.
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RICHARD  GLUCKMAN

Interviewed  by Peter Slatin

Education:  Syracuse  University,  B.A.,

1970;  Syracuse University, M.Arch.,

1971.

Experience:  Stahl Beenett,  Boston,
1972-75; formed own practice in New
York City,  1977.

Size of office:  ln addition to princi-

pal, five architects.

Art-related  Projects (selected):
Dia Center for the Arts,  1987;  Robert
Miller Gallery,  1987;  David MCKee

Gallery,1990; Gagosian Gallery,1991;

Mary Boone Gallery,1993;  Paula

Cooper Gallery,1992;   Marlborough

Gallery,  New York,  1992; Marlborough
Gallery, Madrid,  Spain,1992; Tony

Shafrazi Gallery, New York,1993; the
Whitney Museum of American Art
lobby renovation,1994; currently

working on expansion for Die  in  New

York and Atarazanas, Centro de Arte
Contemporaneo,  Sevil[e, Spain.

]n late April, the Andy Warhol Museum
-with much of its artwork already

hung for a mid-May opening -already
felt cit peace with itself ih a renovated,

seven-story,1911  industrial  building  in

Pittsl)urgh. RIchard Gluckman Architects,

an eight-person,  17-year-old firm in

Lower Manhattan known for important
Soho galleries (Mary Boone and Paula
Cooper) and larger spaces like the Dia

Art Center, shaped the interior to suit

individual works and groupings ih flexi-

ble and fixed settings. Curators expect
that visitors will ascend by e]evotor to

the top floor and then descend a new

poured-in-place concrete staircase
floor-by-floor.  Except for cork flooring

in the coat room and one downstairs

gallery, the original scrubbed concrete
floors extend throughout the building.
Circulation spaces and lobbies have

dropped ceilings,  and their walls are

covered with a pale ochre-infused

plaster. The large industrial concrete
ducts along the ceiling of the white-

walled gallery spaces, however, remain

exposed and unpainted, covered with
only a skim coat of base plaster. Far
from appearing unfinished, the spaces

are surprisingly warm, brightened by
abundant natural light that floods in
through large existing windows.

AJthough the 10,000-square-foot floor-

plates are essentially divided into a
circulation corridor plus a large and a

small gallery, Gluckmah varies each
floor. Two double-height spaces oh the

fourth floor were designed for specific
works, as was the custom-built room on
the top level for ''Shadows." This group

of 55 same-size silk-screen paintings
covers the walls, ethereally lit by twelve

skylight stacks punched through the
roof. A three-story addition, nestled
into the rear of the building, houses
offices and archive space as we][ as a
column-free,  11 O-seat theater below

grade.

Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh,
Penm)/luania, Richard Glacckman

Oculus: You've designed a number of

gallery spaces that have to accommo-
datecheworkofmanydifferentanists.
How was this museum different?

Richard Gluckman: We were al>le to
manipulate the linitatious of the exist-
ing structure to suit certain types of art
by a single artist. The organization of
the exhibition spaces came out of a
desire to deal with the experience of
repetitive levels in a building, for which
there are not many models in the
museum world. Artwork gets a sense of

permanencebybeingsitespecific.
Nowit'stheotherwayaround-
much of the museum gets its strength
from being c„#4-specific, with rooms
designed for different pieces.

Gallery, Warhol Museum



0: Did you work closely with the
museum's curator, Mark Francis, to
determine the interrelationship
between the architecture and the
works of art?

RG : Yes. We created a series of archi-
tectural events to punctuate the visi-
tor's museolotical trip. These events
had to coincide with certain curatorial

parameters, such as two double-height
spaces, one for the large A4coJ and
Rorschachs, and one Got The I,dst
S#/?cr, which is an ecclesiastical space
intended to be a cube in the geograph-
ic center of the building.

0: Were you wa.ry of making the
space too architectural for the art?

RG: We  allude to the Factory by
allowing the industrial presence of the
budding to come through in the bare
concrete floor and coffered concrete
ceilings over the gallery spaces. Once

you pass through the outer door, you
cross over a shallow bridge spanning a
narrow slot we carved out of the floor
to bring daylight into the lower level.
This also delineates our intervention
- the fin that you're in a museum
now. A sohd wall facing outward on
either side of the entry acts as a figura-
tive wall of honor as well, which will
be covered with Warhol wallpaper, at
least at first, and ht by colored lights.
You enter a perspectival space that
focuses your eye on the opposite wall.

0: You're known for designing rela-
tively neutral Soho gallery spaces, for

practica.Ily creating the "white box"
exhibition hah. This is quite different.

RG: The richness and texture of
Warhol's life affected our approach

gready. Whatever people rna.y say, the
Factory wasn't a neutral space. It was
etemauy changing with the people and
the things that Andy brought in off
the street - like stuffed Great Danes.
It was a constant experiment; it wasn't
a white box.

0: How does your design reflect that
dynaric?

RG : Our intent was that the architec-
ture not dominate the art. The fact
that it was a good budding and a good

program resulted in an architecture
that is dense but not comphcated. You
takethequalityoftheexistingstruc-
ture and decora.tive elements, and then

you add art. As every layer goes onto
the building, it suppresses what was
there before. The final layer is the
interaction between the visitor and the
artwork, which is how it should be.

ANNABELLE

SELLDORF

Interviewed by Suzanne Stephens

Education:  Pratt Institute,  B.Arch.,
I 981-85; Syracuse,  New York, ih
Florence,  I 986-87.

Experience:  Fox and Fowle,1983-85;
Richard Gluckman,1987;  partnership

with Wi[van Yam Campen,  I 988-90;
started own practice in  1990.

Size of office:  IIn addition to princi-

pal, five architects or architect-trained
designers.

Artlrelated  Projects: Michael
Werner Gallery New York,  1990;
Elizabeth  Koury Gallery,  New York,
1992 (just closed);  Hazzlitt Gooden

and  Fox Gallery,  New York,  1992;
David Zwirner Gallery,  New York,

1993;  studios for  Eric  Fischl, April

Gornik, and Jeff Koons. Currently

designing addition to  Robert Miller

Gallery and a  private mLiseum near

Cologne, for Max Hetzler.

Most Recently Completed  Project:
John MCEnroe Gallery, 43 Greene

Street,  New York.

Like all of Annabelle Selldorf's work,

her renovation of the MCEhroe Gallery

creates an extremely cool, neutral
background for the art on display.  In
the 3,200-square-foot loft space,
Selldorf has worked with the existing

condition, employing subtle, deft
touches that betray the architect's

presence only in the smoothness and
clarity of the detailing and lighting

(a combination of halogen and incan-
descent bulbs in simple porcelain

sockets).  Even the flooring is very

simple sheet linoleum.

Oculus: How did you get involved in
designing display spaces for art?

Anhabelle Selldorf: I was really inter-
ested in contemporary art, since I grew
up in Cologne, the art center of
Germany, where my father is an archi-

tect and my mother, an interior and
funiure designer.

0: But you came to New York to
study at Pratt?

AS: I wanted to be in New York, and
leaned about Pratt when I visited a
friend of the farily who was studving
there. In the summer of 1979 I began
working for RIchard Gluckman,
whom I had heard about from
Cologne friends. At the time, Fred
Steue and Richard Gluclrman were in

partnership. RIchard was very support-
ive of my apphcation to Pratt.
Meanwhile, his fim was the architect
for Heiner Friedrich, then director of
the DIA Foundation, whom I knew
from Cologne, as I have known other
New York dealers. Ironically, when I
had my own office, Chris Clark, the
contractor, recommended me to
design Michael Wemer's galleries,
although I also know hin from
Cologne. At the same time, I was
friendlywichyoungdealersandartists,
and I an interested in contemporary
art. So things happened.

0: How would you describe your
design approach?

AS:  It is low-key and pragmatic.
I believe in very direct spaces. I would-
n't consider my work mininal or neu-
tral: It is not about o77¢z.#.7¢gthings.
Minimalism imposes another quality
on a space. On the other hand, it's not
that I don't hike moldings. It's that every
space has a dear character, and you just
have to find it. My design for Michael
Wemer's gallery at 21 East 67ch Street
has a lot to do with the origivl quality
ofcheearlytwentieth{enturytown
house in which it is located. It is a mat-
terofdefiningandmanipularingwhat's
there. You end up making something
based on what is already there. With

John MCEnroe Gallery,  New York, Annabelle
Selldorf (f ormerly Selidorf dr Van Ca,mpen)

the Hazzlitt Gooden Fox gallery for old
master paintings at 123 East 62nd
Street, we 0 worked with Allen
Lindenfeld) created a context typical
of traditional galleries, with major
molding painted an ivory color, taupe
carpeting, taupe upholstered walls, and
bright, pumpkin{olored draperies in a
Fortuny fabric. The space looks as if it
had always been there. It's not ostenta-
tious, but discreet and comfortable.

0: How does your most recent gallery
forJohnMCEuroerepresentyour

philosophy?

AS: The MCEuroe gallery a.nd other

galleries show a similar attitude toward
propordous and space. Art spaces need
daylight, since hghting is very impor-
tant for a clear perception of space. You
can shape the proporrious, depending
on what you are trying to do in that
space. A space should be clear and
unencumbered. It ought to be elegant
and discreet.

Michael Werner Gallery, Neui York, NY, Amabelle Sellderf (formerly Selidorf dr Van Canpen)
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0: Your materials are very basic and
very normal.

AS: I prefer real materials and don't

put too much effort into researching
the latest in technology. Similarly I like
a basic approach to craftsmanship -
things put together in a workmanlike
manner. When it comes to colors, I

prefer white. It's not about hitting you
with the quality of material. The
choice of materials is secondary to light
and quiet proportions, and I prefer not
to obsess over materials. They are like
clothes. You can take them off.

0: How emphatic should one make
the architecture in showing art to the
best advantage?

AS: Designing spaces for art is not lim-
iting architecturally, as the ageold ani-
mosity between art and architecture
would lead you to believe. But walls
needn't be slanted or space turned
upside down. Art is so important. If
anything, it informs what a space
wants to be. Vito Acconci has kidded
me about not thinking architecture
should be challenging. But I have never
found making architecture challenging
that successful. One has to say that
carefully, because one may see a space
where there is a challenge, like those of
I.e Corbusier or Asplund. I wouldn't
want to adverdse boredom. Sometimes
I wonder if what I do is so low-key it

gets boring, but /'777 not bored.

0: Not surprisingly, a lot of artists
seem to like your approach.

AS: It is always a great complinent
when artists ask me to do their studios.
It is not that easy to design studios or

galleries. It is hard to fachitate looking
at art without losing the space. I don't
try to make neutral spaces, because I
don't think that neutrality exists. Space
does have quality.

SMITH-MILLER   +
HAWKINSON
ARC H I TE CTS,
NEW  YORK  AND
LOS  ANGELES
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Interviewed  by Suzanne Stephens

HENRY  SMITH-MILLER

Education:  Princeton  University,  B.A.,

1964; Yale  University,  School of

Architecture,  1964nd5;  University of
Pennsylvania, M.Arch.,1966;  Fulbright

scholar,  Rome,1966-68.

Experience:  Harrison and
Abramovitz, Michael Graves,196Irf5;
Michael Graves,  Pet'er Eisenman,

Architects,  Princeton,1966;  Richard

Meier,1970-77;  principal,  Rubin &

Smith-Miller,1977-82;  principal,

Smith-Miller  +Hawkinson,1982 to

present.

LAURIE   HAWKINSON

Education:  University of California,
Berkeley,  B.F.A.,1974;  University of

California,  Berkeley,  M.F.A.,1975;

Independent Study Program, Whithey

Museum,1976;  B.Arch., Cooper Union,

1983.

Experience:  Director, exhibitions pro-

gram,  [AUS,1978-80; Venturi,  Rauch
& Scott Brown,  New York, and  Debra
Reiser, Architect,  Dobbs Ferry,

1981-83;  Smith-Miller  +  Hawkinson,

1983 t'o present.

Size of Office: Withheld by Smith-
Mi[ler.

Art-related  Projects: The Rotunda
Gallery,  Brooklyn; T'Zart Gallery, 28

Wooster Street (collaboration with

Silvia  Kolbowski,  graphic designer);

designed installations for own shows,
''Discontinuous Space,'' Store front for

Art and Architecture,  1993, and
"Discontinuous Space, Cont'd,"

Princeton  University,1993  (both

designed with  Si[via  Kolbowski).

Most Recently Completed  Project:
Gallery for temporary exhibitions at the
Coming Glass Center, designed by
Harrison Abramovitz in  1951, adjoining

the Coming Museum of Glass,
designed  by Girner Birkerts in  1980.

The 12,000-square-foot ga][ery space
in the  1951  modernist structure has

been given an updated modernist treat-
ment by Smith-Miller  +  Hawkinson and
Eric Cobb, the project architect. The

architects removed draperies from the
floor-to-ceiling windows and the origi-

nal hung ceiling to fully open up the

space. The ceiling ducts and pipes were
cleaned up and painted black, while

translucent solar shades now cover the
windows. The ground-floor exhibition

space is subdivided  by drywa[]  parti-

lions, and the current show of glass
sculpture is displayed on a series of

Coming Glass Tem|iorary Exhibition Gallery, Smith-Miller +  Hauihin§on

large block-like platforms of Balt'ic

birch plywood.  In a smaller area

adjoining the entry ramp are vitrines

for small-scale objects, which are top-

lighted with  low-voltage fixtures and

back]ighted with fluorescent lighting.

The floor is covered with a quarter-inch

thick cemehtitious poured flooring,  and
t'he ramp is carpeted.  Certc[in wonlq/

details are included  in counterpoint to

the grid:  For example, the romp's
handrails on one wall are canted at the
same angle as the galvanized sheet-
meta[ backs of the vitrines that run

along the ramp on the opposite side.

Oculus: What was your general

approach to working with the exist-
ing spaces of your predecessors at the
Coming Glass Center?

Henry Smith-Miller: We were retro-
fitting the Wally Harrison building,
and de-Birkertsizing the Museum of
Glass, since it shares a common lobby
with the glass center. We "requali-
fied," or perhaps restructured, the
entrance to the glass museum proper
and offered a choice between the her-
metic and carefully-defined exhibi-
tion spaces of Birkerts's museum and
a free-flowing exhibition space.

Laurie Howkinson: The Coming

project was almost an excavation of
the Harrison building. His glass box
had been encrusted on the exterior
with draperies and other service
spaces. The building was in there
somewhere. We opened it up and
exposed it down to the bare bones.
We treated it as a glass case and reiter-
ated that concept with the design of
the vitrines inside. The platforms act

as a large landscape for the particular
space. They bring the work on
display to the foreground, and are
stained the same color as the cementi-
tious flooring.

0: How does this project reflect your
basic approach to the display of art?

HSM: We like to qualify and define a
museum space theoretically, whether
it is questioning the normative exhi-
bition space versus the alternative

gallery - as in our Store front show
- or establishing a dialogue between
the all-purpose scholastic exhibition
and alternative space, as we tried at
Princeton. Here we examined the
relationship between exhibition space
sponsored by a large corporate entity
and that of the university. So this is
the third in a trilogy of an investiga-
tion of the relationship between the
sponsor, the viewer, and the viewed.
This is an old theme that I have been
carrying forward since I worked on
the installation that Richard Meier
designed for the "New York School"
exhibition in the State Museum on
Albany Mall in 1978.

Coming G14SS Temporary Exhibition Gallery,

Smith-Miller +  Hclu)himon



ROGERS  MARVEL

ARCHITECTS

Interviewed by Suzanne S±ephens

ROBERT  ROGERS

Education:  Rice university,  B.A.,1981;
BJirch.,1983;  Harvard University, GSD,

M.A. in design studies,1989.

Experience:  I. M. Pei & Partners,
1981-82,1983ng8; Ka[Iman

MCKinnell & Wood,  Boston, consultant,

1988; own practice,1988-91; entered

partnership,  1991.

JONATHAN  JOYA  MARVEL

Education:  Dartmouth College,  B.A.,
I 982;  Harvard  University, GSD,

M.Arch.,1986.

Experience: Anderson Notter Feingold,
Architects,  Boston,1982;  Emilio

Ambasz, summers 1984-86; Eisenman
Robertson, summers 1985no6; Richard
Meier & Partners,1986-90; own prac-
tice, I 990-9I; entered partnership with
Robert Rogers,  1991.

Size of Office:  ln addition to princi-

pals, six architects and architect-
trained designers.

Art-related  Projects: Wesselmann
Studio,  Gallery & Archives,  New York,
1993;  ]hternationa[ Art Images, New

York (ongoing renovation);  Cecilia

Torres Gallery,  New York,  1993.
Curreht[y working oh the design and

renovation of the New York Kunsthalle,
the renovation of Pratt lhstitute's
School of Architecture   (Higgins Hall),

and a schematic design of tlie Dinosaur
Museum,  B[andihg,  Utah.

Most Recently Completed  Project:
Museo el  Barrio,  New York City.

In May Rogers Marvel finished  renovat-
ing 8,250 square feet of the first floor
space of E] Museo del  Barrio in time

for its 25th anniversary. The museLlm,

which occupies the Heckscher
Foundation for Children located at
104th Street and Fifth Avenue, was
designed in  1921  by Maynicke &

Franke and occupies mucli of the

ground floor of the building. The new
spaces include an information desk and

entrance, plus exhibition spaces and a
reading area. The gallery plan is quite

straightforward, following the existing
25-by-25-foot grid established by the

columns. Tall, freestanding drywall

parti(ions, which can be moved, are
positioned to reveal slots of space or to
open up a four-foot circulation path
along the outside perimeter walls of
the room plus an eight-foot-wide swath
running down the length of the gal-
leries. The central reading area is

defined  by its built-in linear wood table

and white stuccoed walls. The gallery
design makes the most of other
straighforwardly modernist elements
such as gray linoleum tile floors, white

walls, and exposed ceilings.

Oculus: How did you get involved
in the design of exhibition spaces?

Jonathan Marvel: When I was
working for Richard Meier on one
museum after another - the Getty
in LA, the Barnum Museum in
Bridgeport, Connecticut, the High
Museum in Atlanta, and the Museum
ofContemporaryArtnowincon-
struction in Barcelona - I got hooked
on museums. Also, while in architec-
ture school I got to know [the late]
Max Gordon, a.nd we had a good
rapport. I curated a show of his work
in Ilondon, at the Architecture
Foundation, in 1993, and am now.
working on a book of his work.

0: What led you to EI Museo del
Barrio, or what led them to you?

JM: I won a competition in 1991 for
a new entrance vestibule and informa-
tion tower on Fifth Avenue before I
entered into a pamership with Robert
Rogers. I stayed as the principal-in-
charge of the project when the

program was expanded after the
museum was given a lease for more
space on the ground floor of the
Hecksher building. The expanded

program was great, but a good 75 per-
cent of the budget had to be used to
improve handicap access, provide new
bathrooms, and inprove circulation.

0: What has been your approach to
the design of the space itselft

JM:  We worked with existing colum-
nar structure, which was close to idea.I.
We placed waus alongside the
columns on that grid to create larger
and smaller galleries and suggest paths
of circulation. W€ were tr)ing to

generate a lively dialogue without
sacrificingtheneutralityofthespace
and without imposing the architectLpe
on the artwork.

0: How do you see your work in
comparison with Max Gordon's?

JM: Gordon created a clear distinction
between art and architecture: The art
was active and the architecture neutral.
His approach was more extreme,
because he would try to use minimal-
ism as a vocabulary. His minimalism
was that of flush detals, very thin
reveals, flush doors, and recessed track
lighting. Where possible, he would
cover up windows with "synskin,"
a synthetic fabric on tracks to make
a translucent screen. He had larger
budgets. With a lower budget, you
omit expensive flush detailing and tiny
reveals. You have to live with floating
track lighting, vinyl baseboard, and
vinyl tile flooring.

0: What about RIchard Meier's orien-
tation to the display of an? How have

you been influenced by that?

JM: Meier's architecture is a more
active interior landscape, where you
find windows within interior walls,
ramps, and cutout spaces between
floors. There is a more dynamic spatial
flow and more aggressive circulation,

plus more use of naunal hgh[.

0: Given a higher budget, which
direcrionwouldyougoin-Gordon's
or Meier's?

JM: That's a tough question. I would
try not to use white to neutralize the
materiality of the space, which Meier
is enthusiastic about doing. I would
try to bring materiality to details with
natural woods, stainless steel, and
concrete. RIchard and Max both try
to neutralize that. Max woiild bleach
the floors white: He would not stray
off a mininal vocabulary. Meanwhile,
working with tight budgets encourages
an inteuigent use of resources.

0: In low-budget jobs, what can you
work with?

JM: Lighting not only shows the art,
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Rece|Ition and admissions, Museo del Battio,

New York,  Roger§ Marvel Architects

it draws you subliminauy through the

galleries. Circuladon should do the
same thing. Viewers need points of
reference to keep from getting lost in a
museum. In the Museo del Barrio, we
opened up one long corridor so the
visitor could see au the galleries and
ha.ve a point of reference. Yet it is also
inportant to have different paths
through the museum space.

0: What do you think of the tradi-
tional approach to museum design,
with enfilade plans, roomlike galleries,
cornices, moldings, etc.?

JM: At Meier's office we studied the
National Gallery in Washington
[designed in 1941 byJohn Russell
Pope] , while working on the Geny.
W€ looked at its room sizes and prcr

portions, the use of natural light, and
the use of garden coLms as resting

points. with that kind of classical
vocabulary, it is appropriate to have
resting points for viewers. In terms of
more decorative elements, I think they
al.e distracting, although they do pro-
vide scale. Yet a. sense of scale can be

given without resorting to wainscoting
and molding. It can be created with a
hierarchyandvarietyofspaces.

Main gallery, Museo del Bario, Roger§ Marvel
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Reviewed by Suzqnne Slephens

THE   ASSASSINATI0N   0F

By Bob Pitch, Verso, $29.95

NEW  YORK

Fitch's analysis of New
York's economic and social
decline is lively reading and
offers many sound insights,
but is overly heavy on the
conspiraey-theory app roach
to urban ius. une the
choice of conspirators -
the representatives of the
financial and real estate
communities, and the
Rockefellers - makes
sense, many more impartial
analysts have been caucht

up in the belief that New York should enter the twenty-first
century bolstered by a service-information economy rather
than a manufacturing one. Fitch justifiably charges that
New York City's economic ills now have much to do with
the city's de-emphasis on manufacturing as an economic
base, its emphasis on speculative office biiilding, and any
activity related to finance and real estate.

While the above criticisms seem quite valid, the  T444¢gg

Voz.cc rhetoric forces the author into many generalizations.
When Fitch makes mistakes about basic facts such as the
date of the passage of the first comprehensive zoning regula-
tion as 191 1 instead of 1916, there is a natural tendeney to

wonder about the otherwise compelling statistics.

A   H[STORy   oF   AR(HITE(TURAL  THEORy   FRorvl

VITRUVIUS   T0   THE   PRESENT

By Hd;mo-Waiter Kitf i, Princeton Af chdectwral Press, $65
cbth, $39.95 pd,per

It is unfortunate that no
comprehensive survey of
architecural theory from
Vitruvius, wriing in the
first centny B.C., to the

present has been pubhshed
up unul now. une the
late Hanno-Walter Kmft's
compendium does much
to establish the lineaments
of such a project, it is by no
mean definitive. Krf
gives the reader a general
idea of the formation of

architectural theory from Vicruvius trough the medieval
scholastics, the Rena.issance, and so on, but as the epochs
become more comphcated and various disciplines influenc-
ing architecture (e.g., philosophy and art) more
autonomous, Kmft's survey becomes narrower and narow-
er. By the twendeth century, the number of Missing Persons
who have influenced architectural theory is large indeed.

Absent from the discussion of the Bauhaus's theoretical
basis, for example, are Rudolf camap and other logical pos-

I    0         AIA    NEW    YORK    (HAPTER

itivist philosophers. And forget the French in the post-
World War 11 years: Bar[hes, I.acan, Lyotard, Del.euze,
Bataille, Kristeva, Derrida, etc. The theoretically-minded
Americans discussed are hit-or-hiss, and Tafuri gets a brief
mention. All of which is to say, putting together this survey
was a large task, for which Kmft deserves respect, yet there is
still room for another.

(OLLE(TING:   AN   UNRULY   PASsloN,

PSY(HOLOGI(AL   PERSPE(TIVES

By W:erner Muensterberger, Prineeton University Press, $24.95

Mueusterberger, a psychoanalyst, carefully and authorita-
tively explores the psychological motivations for collecting
art, fundture, and objects (and, one could argue, buildings).
He concludes, not so surprisingly, that they are compul-
sions related to personal histories of the collectors. But
Muensterberger disavows the funiliar narrow psycholotical
tendeney to blame it on one's toilet training, and argues
instead that the passion for couecting stems from traumas,
huns, feelings of disillusionment, or a lack of love and sense
of safety experienced in childhood. Collected objects
become an instrument ro restore the sense of self. To sadsfy
the compulsion, the act of acquiring miist be repeated over
and over again. Nevertheless, Muensterberger makes it dear
that he is not criticizing the act. Indeed, he whtes, "I see it
as...a defensive move, initially with the aim of tuning disil-
lusionment and helplessness into an animated, purposeful
venture." Now if clients could just feel this wa.y about
buldings....

THE   NEW   URBANISM,   TOWARD   AN

AR(MITE(TURF   oF   (oMrviuN[Tv

By Peter Kirtzb afieru)ord ky Vincent Scully, MCGraw Hilt

$49.95

Currendy a slew of
books is being

chuned out by
architects such as
Duny and Plater-
Zyberk or Peter
Calthorpe, who have
urned to plaming
to address the prob-
lem of "sluburbia"

and its sprawl of ranchburgers near highways lined with
megamalls. The principles endorsed by the group who call
themselves the New Urbanists are presented by Katz with
an exemplary sense of organization and clear explanatory

prose. Schemes showing small towns with main streets and
town centers, stdded roads instead of culsrde-sac, with
houses and aparments in walking distances of stores and
community facilities, are supplemented by enough color

photos of porches, lattice, trees, and gazebos to cause even
the most hard-line modernist to pause.

While criticized for perpetuating traditional, vernacular resi-
dential architecture of the early part of the twentieth centu-

ry, the new urbanists emphasize a strong retional planning
approach that involves linkages to mass transit and ecologi-
cal cousideratious. These and other urban issues are
addressed as well: This group is determined to spread
the word.

KARL   FRIEDRI(H   S(HINKEL,   AN   AR(MITE(TURF

FOR   PRUSSIA

By Ba:n'y Bergivlf photographs ky Erich Iis§ing Rizzoli, $50

Too rare are the books on
Schinkel in Enalish. This
one, dedicated to one of the
most influential architects of
the twentieth centny, serves
its subject splendidly. The
book ffls into the special
categoryofascholarlywork
that is also illustrated with
ravishing color photographs
and exquisite line drawings.
Drawing on a number of

sources (obviously many are German) , Bergdoll places
Schinkel and his accomphshments within a discussion of
the cultural history as well as the political events and social
timbre of the Prusian age.

A   (ONSTRu(TED   VIEW,   THE   AR(HITE(TURAL

PHOTOGRAPHY   0F   JULIUS   SHULMAN

By Joseph Ro§d. with essay ky Ether Mccoy, Rizzoli, $50

Ifonlymodemist
architecure could
always look like the
utopian, sun-
drenched, planar
forum etched against
the sky, and washed
in the long, crisp
shadows that are
shorn in ]ulius
Shuhan's pho-
tographs. If only the
world could always
seem as incomparal]ly

dean and serene as it did in his mostly black-and-white
depictions. There is more to this reality than meets the eye,
and Joseph Rosa presents an alsorbing discussion of
Shulman's use of hght and shadow and other photographic
techiques, along with intriguing anecdotes about working
with the editors who found these photographs on the stark
side. That was then.

ANDREA   PALLADlo,   THE AR(H[TECT

IN   HIS   TIME

By Bruee Boueher, |]rindpal

photograpky ky pcolo
Ma;rfun, Abbevitl2, $95

This detailed visual and

typological analysis of
Palladio's viuas, churches,
bridges, and civic buldingr
is another hybrid - a
scholarly book in a coffee-
table book fomat. One

wants more photographs of palladio's work, especially the
interiors, but the text gives the reader a substantive discus-
sion of Palladio's architectural development and the think
ing behind his published treadse,  Qz4¢co7. £z.477. cde#'

Afchitettura`
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6:00 PM

Public Architects

6
6:00 PM
Interiors

9
6:00 PM

Minority Resource
13

6:00 PM
Housing at Magnusson Architects

13

6:30 PM
Lea.ming By Design

14

6:00 PM
Computer Applications at

Skidmore Owings 8c Merrill
in

12:30 PM
Architecture for .Education

[6
8:30 AM

Public Sector Contracts

21

5:30  PM
Heinh Facilities

27
6:30 PM

Foreign Visitors

Please confirm meeting
times and locations by calling

AIA New York Chapter
headquarters at 683-0023.
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Ill
11  E]  WEST  ZZND   STREET

NEw Yc]RK NY  IDI] 11

TEL:    z  1  z   9z9    zga5

OFTCE SPACE
West 21st Street o for 6-10 Architects

Sunny and cheerful o $3500/month lease with owner
Call Kavita at (212) 727-2245

ARCHITECTURAL   MODELS

MODEL   PHOTOGRAPHY

Kenneth  Champlin  & Associates (KCA),

one  of the  most  sophisticated   and

versatile  model  shops  in  the  industry,

is  right here  in the  North  East.

Established  in  New  Haven  in  1988  to

advance model-making through  modern

technology,  KCA  has  worked  with

clients  in  architecture  and  industrial

design.

KCA's  development  is  due  primarily to

the  revolutionary  methods  of  scale

model   development  the   company

employs,  as well  as continuing  efforts

to     apply     extremely

sophisticated  techno-

logical  processes.

Most notable  are  inno-

vations  which   utilize

computer-controlled

milling  machines  (CNC),

computer-aided  manufacturing  (CAM),

and a complete computer department

that utilizes 486 technology.

Through  the  use  of this  technology,

KCA  is  able to  expedite the  production

of highly accurate model  parts enabling

the  shop to  meet the  demanding  bud-

gets and  schedules  of architects and
industrial  designers.

KCA  has  enhanced  the  shop  even

further  with  the   introduction  of  a

new  laser cutting  department which

enables  us to  provide  cost effective

model  components for architects and

other  clients  from  their  sketches,

drawings or CAD files.

We  are very excited  about our  new
system  and  encourage you to come  in

to see the laser in operation.

Please  call  us  for

more  information

or  to   schedule   a

demonstration.

KENNETH  CHAMPLIN  &  ASSOCIAIES

85  WILLOW  STREET   NEW  HAVEN   CONNECTICUT   06511

203 562 8400   562 9625  [FAx]
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WANTED=
ARCHITECTS        DESIGNERS        PLANNERS

to be MENTORS  at the
New York City High School of Art &   Design

Give a few hours every month and invest in
the future of our city's youth.

C®ntact:
Bohnle M.y at 201 567-6763

N.Y.C. MENTOR[NC PROGRAM

Design: Samuel Tan

Gurari  Antique
Prints

specializing  in  the  aquisition
and   sale   of   16th   -19th
century     architectural
prints,      etchings        and
engravings,     city    plans,
maps,  antiquarian  fantasies
and        master     drawings.
Inquiries/appts   to:  Gurari
Antique     Prints,     1154
Washington  St.  Boston,  MA
02118           Telephone:  617.
864.  0404.



BEHIND   THE   POSTMODERN   FA(ADE,

ARCHITE(TURAL   (HANGE   IN   LATE   TWENTIETH-

(ENTURY  AMERl(A

By Mdrgali Smf and Ilunon, University of calif erha Press, $35

If you have been practic-
ing over the last several
decades you may be
funiliar with the general
o utlines of architectural
design, practice, and theo-

ry mced by harson, but
you win probably still find
her manner of weaving it
all together thoroughly
enlightening and at least
compelling. If you weren't

around, this book will put a lot of today's angst about archi-
tecture in a fascinating perspective. A must read. No won-
der it won this year's AIA book a.ward.

GWATHMEY   SIEGEL,   BUILDINGS   AND

PROJE(TS,   ]982-1992

htrodralon ky Peter Eisen:ryian> Rizzoli, $60 cbth, $35 pd;per

The masters of a uni-
verse of controlled

geometricvolunes,
grids, pipe rads, and
barrel vaults have their
inteuectual underpin-
nings bolstered by
Peter Eiserman in the
introduction to the
book. At least pardal-
ly. While he only
addresses the houses

designed by the firm, Eisenman points out quite apdy that
Gwathmey Siegel's "pragmatic formalism" is not ideoloti-
cal: "This type of conceptunlization has little to do with
function, program, or meaning qua house, rather it has to
do with the mechanics of a body in space and a dynamic
form.„

For the most part, the essay, an intricate moxphological
analysis of the houses -an almost quaintly nostalgic exer-
cise now - adds to the sense that there is a development of
a formal structure of. the firm's residential work. But since
houses ha.ve to do with the "mechanics of a body in space,"
why not take the reader as a "body" through the dynamics
of the space -in other words, offer an experiential analysis
as weu? Eisenman's formal surgery also evades the issue of
how these permutatious of half circles, cubes, and "stria-
tions" of space generate something of genuine architectural

quality. Or whether the rest of the commercial and institu-
tion work is on par with houses.

While he does set up a certain critical momentum that is
compelling in writing about the houses, Eisenman gets too
caught up in a vortex of "vectors" and such offihoots as
"vectorial" (as in "vectorial knotdng") , ``vectoring buildup"
"torsional vector," and "bivalent vector. " The reader starts

to feel hectored by those vectors.

ARCHITE(TURE   AND   DISJUN(TION

By Beri'iard Tschuni, MIT Press, $27.50

Undke his coueagues,
when Tschumi
engages in theoretical
speculations about
architecure and its
limits, he adheres to
reasonably short, clear
sentences. They may
still sound like
Chinese to some read-
ers (some pars more
so) and will strike oth-
ers as being too reflec-

tive of the current
thinking in Paris.

Nevertheless, the assembled essays, written from 1975 to
1991, and many pubhihed elsewhere, present an intriguing
and revealing glimpse of one architect's odyssey through
various inteuectunl straits.

EVENT-(ITIES   (PRAXIS)

By Bernard T§chuni, MIT Press, $29.95

Tschumi's recent work, such as the Chartres business park,
the Tourcoing center, and Groningen's class video gallery,
are documented in an action-packed layout, dependent on
black-and-white reproductions, and non-glossy paper.
While the book serves as an able reference for the line draw-
ings, the format is a disaster for the photographs. They look
muddy. Sort of like  C)c7!/zAf.

CITIES   OF   ARTIFl(lAL   EX(AVATI0N,   THE   WORK

0F   PETER   EISENMAN,1978-1988

Prof ;ace ky Pkylhi Ijanbert, es§a;y§ ky A!a:n Balf our, Jean-

Francois Bedar, Yue-Alein Bois, Jean-Lottis Coherb Kin

Foister, K Michael Ha;ys, Arata hoanki, and Fredric Ja;:i'ne§on,

Rianli, $60 cloth, $35 |]aper

This exhibition catalog that
acromparies the CCIA's
show of Eisenman's work is
stunning visually, especially
in its use of colored drawings
and models to depict four of
the eleven projects in the
show. Naurauy, a surfeit of
text accompanies the images,
butpartsofitprovidehighly
caffeinated jolts of candor for
the normal person who may

be daunted by wading through essays on Eisenman's cre-
ative process or the "etiology of his repetition." One exam-

plc is Yve-Alain Bois's comment that "During the last ten
years or so we have seen architectural theory achieve its level
of incompetence .... Peter Eisenman's recent exchange with

Jacques Derrida marks a recognition, on both sides, that

perhaps it is now time to put an end to the reciprocal trivial-
ization of their own discourses and the flood of gobbledy-

gook that poured out of their rycophants' word processors. "
While a round table of five people discussing Eisenman's
workwithhimmayseemegregiouslyself-aggrandizing-

/„c.P- the critical issues brought up by the charges of
Eisenman's "hypercontextuality" and the statements ehcited
are often thought-provoking. (Eisenman: "To this day, I am

still inventing stories about these projects because I am so

fearful of any personal expressionism, let us say of the hand
of the author.") It's almost like five shirks talking to
Hannibal I.ector.

THE   BRITS

Reviewed by Lesler Korzilius

STRUCTURE,   SPA(I   AND   SKIN:  THE   WORK   0F

Nl(HOLAS   GRIMSHAW   &   PARTNERS

Edhed ky Rowan Moore, irtrodwedon ky Kenneth PowelL
Pha,idorL, $55 cloth

The first major book
avalable in the U.S. on
rfu weu-knoun Bridsh
architect covers his
recent projects, daing
from 1988. Griushaw's

penchant for structure
and his kirof-pars

approach is clearly
demonstrated in the
well-designed book.

Projects such as Western Morning News, the British Expo
'92 Pavilion at Seville, and the railway terminal at London's

Waterloo Station are nicely documented with drawings,
high-quality photographs, concept sketches, and detail
drawings. Ifss finhiar to American architects might be the
coverage of the North I.ondon Pumping Station, a struc-
turally bold scheme for Terminal Five at 1.ondon's
Heathrow airport (now being designed by the RIchard
Rogers Parmership) , and the anthropomorphic project for
the Benin Stock Exchange. Grimshaw's use of custom sheu
casings is also well presented and offers the American practi-
tioner an insight into a technology that is rarely used on
buildings in this country. Unfortunately, Grimshaw's earlier
work, notably the Financial Times Print Works, is not
included, although this building is the subject of a separate
and excellent monograph. Could be that he will join the
ranks of British knighthood by 2000.

THE   WORK   0F   Ml(HAEL   HOPKINS   AND

PARTNERS

By Colin Davie§, with essays ky Pa,trick Hodckhaon a,nd

Kenneth Franptorb Phaidorb $59.95

Cool, calm, and collect-
ed. The work of British
architect M ichael
Hopkins, a former part-
ner of sir Noman
Foster, is accessible to

and appreciated by
many [inericans for its
clear logic, straightfor-
ward planning, and
Miesian approach to
detailing. The mono-

graph is well documented and photographed with dear,
though noncritical, text. Architects will paricularly appreci-
ate Hopkins's two most renowned buldings, the
Schlumberger Research Center and the I|)rd's Cricket
Ground, the latter a masterpiece for work of tlris technolog-
ical genre. In these projects, Hopkins has taken the use of
fabric membrane sunctures to a new architectural level.
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AS§embly Room, Kuwait Parliament, HOK (Dan Jacoby, senior de§igrier)

Ar{hilecl Abuse:

More on Design (rediTs

by Dt]nie[  I. Jq(oby, AIA

The anide on "Design Credits" in the
March 1994 issue of Oc7¢/z4f (p.  12)

has prompted me to present my
unpleasant experience. From October
1990 to January 1993, I was an associ-
ate with the New York office of
Hellmuth, Obata 8c Kassabaum.
Although I am a registered architect,
my primary role there was as a project
designer for a number of interiors pro-

jects.

In June 1991, shorty after the Persian
Gulf war ended, HOK was awarded
the restoration of the Kuwait National
Assembly Building (working with the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). It is a
sighificantlandmarkdesignedbyJorn
Utzon in the 1970s, not completed
until 1986, and then damaged exten-
sively inside by the Iraqis in 1991 .

The senior principal for the project,

Juliette I.an, handed me the challeng-
ing assignment of designing the new
Main Assembly Hall, the centerpiece
of this 300,000-square-foot project. I
was thrilled and enthusiastically began
work.

However, I.am explained to me one
dry (very discreedy and very apologeti-
cally) that I couldn't get a visa to visit
the site or meet the clients because of
myJcwish-soundinglastnane.
Despite this setback I continued with
the project, since the opportunity to
do great design was still there.

I spent the next six months or so

12         AIA    NEW    YORK    (HAPTER

working like a dog and developed -
virtually unassisted - what I consider
aprenywonderfulMainAssembly
Hall. HOK seemed to think it was
wonderful, too. The project was haled
as a "milestone" for the company, and
my built design was featured promi-
nently on the January 1993 cover of
/7¢Zov.07T magazine. Also featured on

the cover, partially obstructing the
view of the hall, was Juliette I.am, with
the cover line, "Designer of the Year."

(While she was not identified specifi-
cally as the designer of this particular
hah, a reader looking at the photo
could well assume it.)

It is interesting to note that ham had
stated at least once to me that she was
not really a designer. My perception of
her function was that she got work for
the office. She a.Iso had Mark Morton
design a number of spaces o#trzedg the
main hall. We were the only two full-
ine senior designers.

In the publication of the project in
/72Zer7.or+ magazine, Morton was given

prominent credit as "the lead designer
for the Kuwait project," while my
name was buried in very, very small

print someplace on a back page.

Several considerations made me pa.rtic-
ularly angry. First, in my view, as the
designerofthemostimporta.ntspace
in the project (I don't think I'm wrong
in construing it to be such, since that is
where parliament convenes), I should

get the sane recognition as the other
senior designer. Second, a single pror

ject designer (the title Morton was
given in the credits) would normauy
have supervised the entire project. In
this case there was no project designer

who supervised all the aspects of
design. Neither Ijrm nor Monon
supervised my efforts to any degree.
Morton worked on his own assign-
ments, and I am not sure what Ifm
did.

When I confronted Ijan with my
concern about the "project designer"
credits, she said that since Morton had
the main client exposure in Kuwait,
he, cde/zzc7o, became the project design-
er. At the subsequent ceremonial
breakfut at the WaldorfAstoria in

January, lan accepted her "Designer
of the Year" award and thanked
Morton for his splendid efforts. I was
not thanked.

In retrospect, I don't think this treat-
ment should be interpreted as anti-
Semitic responses made to keep things
running smoothly with a client. Since
I.an and Morton had been part of a

group Oveviue I.eds) that was
brought into the firm on a merger, her
trearment of him could easily have
been a result of loyalty and pride. The
larger issue concerns the clarification of
credits to protect designers, so that
when awards are bestowed and maga-
zines run a.rticles, they don't peapetu-
ate what may well be unfair practices.

One year later, obviously I am still
upset. Certain truths haven't changed,
however. It is still a beautiful room,
and I stiH designed it.

Daniel L. Jacoky ir §errior imerior project
desigiiier u]ith Ellerbe Becbet in Neui York.

Lqm's Response

Oc;rdus interuieuied Juliette I,an ky tele-

phone about Jacoky'S coryl;merits. Iud;m's
reporiseirprintedinfu[l:

"Dan was part of the Kuwait team,

and was credited when the project was

published. I guess people always do
wonder if they have enough credit, but
we did credit hin as a project designer.
He does nice work.

"We tried to get him to go to Kuwait,

H)ut] it was quite a big deal after the
[Persian Gulfl war. The hotel space
was limited, and...Dan wanted to go
and we felt we would like to do that,
and there was a problem with a visa at
that time. I don't remember the
specifies of it; Mark [Morton] , who
has overall credit for the design - he

was the senior project designer -
went over.

``1 think it is important to credit archi-

tects whether they are working here or
not. This Uacoby's letter] seems unde-
served. We bend over backwards to
credit people at HOK Dan Jacoby
was credited as senior designer for
assembly, and he worked on the
Hoffinan I.a Roche job as a senior

project designer. This is exacdy how
he wanted to be credited for the
assembly ham, and we did it. Now he
comes back and says it isn't enough. I
care about the firm I work for. It is a

prenystraight-arrowplace."

Furlher Word

from Jq{oby

Meanwhile,DanielJacobyprovided
Ocz4/zAf with an employee evaluation
filled out and signed by two evalua-
tors, Juliette I.am and Charles
Siconolfi, along with Daniel Jacoby
himself. It is dated January 30, 1992,
ayearbeforethe/7¢#s77.o#pubhcation.
The assessment ofJacoby's work is

quite positive. Ironically enough,
Jacoby was asked to fill out part of the
evaluation, outlhing any performance
difficulties he felt he had. The evalun-
tors, I.am and Siconom, read and
signed this section, along with Jacoby.
It read:

"The circumstances of the Kuwait

Parlia.ment project were troubling to
me personally. My last name (It's a
very Jewish one, apparently) prevented
me from visiting the building site or

performing what should have been a
key role on this project in a normal
way. While I cannot blane HOK for
the geopohtics of a troubled region,
these difficulties I experienced were
either not handled well, or worse,
ignored altogether. One major unre-
solved issue is the office's reluctance to
credit me officially as £4c chaz:gr2c7~ of the

main assembly hall space. While I can

appreciate the marketing strategy (and
we do want more Middle Eastern
work, don't we?), not acknowledging
my contribution to the office effort
isn't fir either."
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INSTALLATloNS  AT  THE  EDGE
by Berlrqm Merrill

Imtallation, "Cities of Artificial Excavation," by Peter
Eisenman Center Canadien d'Architecture, Montreal

Peler Eisenmqn

q' Ihe ((A
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The air in the
classicized gal-
leries of the flve-

year-old
Canadian Center
for Architecture
has not changed
in 500 years -
that is, not until
Peter Eisenman

ventilated the staid precincts with
his recent break-out installation
for "Cities of Artificial Excavation:
The Work of Peter Eisenman,
1978-1988" (on view through June
19). In the stiff galleries of an
overdetermined building, Eisenman
designed a decidedly indeterminate
installation with walls that actually

Installation,"Architecture and Event," by Bernard TSchuni, Museun of Modern Art, Neui York

:i:¥:r:o:il!::,::fau:i::e:rr;g:o:o|giies     ::rM:#chumi
for the display of the architect's
drawings and models.

The show spans the decade when
Eisenman decided to dig under-

ground for a subconscious that lies
beyond the reason that had domi-
nated his over-cerebrated designs for
rna.ny years. Cutting loose from the
anchors of strict rationalism, he
dived into unknowability: He was

pushing his envelope. In projects
such as housing for Cannaregio and
Berlin, a museum for the University
of california at Long Beach, and a

garden design for La Villette, he
uncovered city walls, Mercator grids,
even love stories. He napped,
layered, and narrated these into

palimpsests from which he extrapo-
lated buildings.

The installation itself brilliantly
shows that the excavations were spa-
tially flawed - afflicted with a flat-
ness resulting from Eisenman's fKa-
tion on plans. Belonging to a post-
1988 period, in which Eisenman
shifts simple three-dimensional
forms through space, the installation
is a visual labyrinth that expands in
all three dimensions. In his show,
the shifts generate gaps and openings
that hold the models and drawings
and unravel Cartesian space.
Ironically, the installation - whose
walls erode, engage, and probe the
Center's own walls - proves a far
more successful form of excavation.

Forget Herbert
Muschanp's
bitchy little
tira.de in the IVcow

Yorle Times on
April 22. In the

pittance of a
space that
Morn calls its
design gallery,

Bernard Tschumi has brilliantly
outdone MOMA's usual fare with
a masterfully displayed five-proj ect
summary of his unconventional
career, "Threshold/Bernard
Tschumi: Architecture a.nd Event"

(on view through July 5) .

Dean of the Graduate School of
Architecture, Planning, and
Preservation at Columbia, Tschumi
has clearly been busy since he won
the Parc de la Villette competition a
decade ago, but not in the usual
architectural way. After the blood-
red /o/z.cf at La Vinette, Tschumi has
tried to escape "design" with a sur-

prisingly form-effacing strategy that
privileges activity over looks: He
designs skeletons for what he calls
events - intersections of activities
and program that animate his build-
ings with unexpected happenings.
Form is used to open buildings to
heterogeneous activity. We know
that La Villette itself is wildly suc-
cessful not simply for the handsome
little deconstructed cubes, but for
the activities it spawns and sustains
on a given day, when soccer players



past solitay existentialists
butting through lines of people
awaiting admission to rock concerts.

For Tschumi, who can toss off a

pavilion in structural glass with the
best of England's high-tech artists,
architecture is not about form, but
animation: The urbanity of his
designs should never be confused
with, and certainly not criticized for,
its ability to urbanize space. In the

gallery itself, his high-tension cables
supporting the models dynamize the
usually flaccid gallery. A model of
clarity and energy, and exemplary
for mixing theory and building
(don't forget, most of these idea-dri-
ven buildings are being constructed) ,
this is a show future MOMA exhibi-
tions would do well to emulate.
The monographic exhibition is also
admirable, because unlike Mr.
Wright downstairs, Tschumi is alive
and breathing. Encore. Patronize
Oxygen.

Bertran Merrill i§ an under-emplayed
architect living in New York.

WINDOVATIONS¥J- __
HOPE'S

Fine Steel
Windows and Doors

Since  1818

(201 ) 575-3399

Looking For Local Resources? . . .Use your copy of

ARCHITECTURAL SOURCE GUIDE®"The Local Design Resouce Directory"
Can't Find the resource you need?  . . . Call us -weu find it for you!

FREE ASSISTANCE HOT LINE
I.1.I [{1 H E] I I.I-I H E:IililifeL.I:I I I

FOR   RENT   -   MANHATTAN,   30'S   EAST

Interior   Design   Firm   renting   up  to  8  work
stations.  Very  attractive,  fully  furnished  top
floor.  Light,  spacious,  open  plan  layout.

Includes:  receptionist,  conference  rooms,  cadd,
fax, word  processing and print facilities.

Interested  in  associating  with  Architectural/
Engineering  Firm.                  Call=  (212)  686-4576

TECHNICAL   SERVICES
DIRECTORY

Beginning wit:h 1:he September 1994
issue of Oculus there will be a technical

services directory listing companies
and their telephone numbers. If purchased

before July 15th, the cost is $500.
for 10 issues, after July 15th,

the cost will be $600.

Contact the AIA/NYC Chapter at
212-68310023 extE 17, or the AIA's broker

David Frankel al: 203-83419936

®PTH®N fl
Temporary placement -CFA's total billing rate averages $15 to $35 per hour for
entry to senior level staff This price combines a fair market value for the temp's service

(architects  compensation)  and fur market value  for our service  (CFA fixed fee)  Our
service  includes  recruiting:  contributions  to  state  unemployment  and workers
compensation insurance funds; and credit (cash flow financing) on weekly payrou. Also, our
accounting deparrment administers project time records,  invoicing,  accounts payable and
coNe;ciron. This a[lou)s f tor risk-f ree, f le3cible, project-based sttif f ing on an as-needed basis only.

Consulting for Architects, Inc. Placement Services
12 East 33rd Street 9th Floor NYC 10016 (212) 532-4360 Fax 696-9128

"The leader in architectural recruiting and staffing"
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PULSE
by  katherine  K.  (hid  and  Anne  Nixon

On a Mission

from MARS

What do people from MARS have in
common? Well, if.you're a member of
the Modern Architectural Research

group, quite a lot. The eight current
members have been meeting every four
weeks for the past three years (hosted at
a member's office on a rotating basis)
in an open forum to discuss issues,
ideas, and even misfortunes in their

professional lives. They are resisting the
professional isolation that tends to leave
young architects charting their courses
by trial and error. Members Cary
Davis and Dean Maltz, Jeff Murphy,
Bruce Nehigan, and Ronnette Riley
have their own practices; Donato
Giacalone is an associate at Medhat
Salan Associates; Philip Turino works
for Platt Byard; and Carlene Ramus
recendyworkedforwilliam
MCDonough. "We learn from each
other," said Davis. "It's a good step-

ping-stone from the sense of commu-
nity we once had in school." Past meet-
ings have addressed a range of topics
such as office start-up, marketing, con-
struction headaches, hiring, resimes,
and pro bono work; during one meet-
ing, liability issues were discussed with
an attorney.

The agenda for the 41st meeting, held
in February, bega.n with ideas for a

group exhibit of recent work and an
update on joint ventures. A sushi din-
ner was delivered somewhere between
Ranus's discussion of a potential
MARS competition couaboration and
Nelliga.n's presentation of research on a
new concrete product and nontoxic
materials he considered using in a
Manhattan residential interiors project.
Nehigan, who recendy finished the
restoration and renovation of a 150-

Cary K. Davi§                   Dean Maltz
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House Project,  Dauis  +  Malta

House, Vvestche§ter County,  Neu) York, Bruce Nelligan

yearoldmortise-and-tenonwood-franc
historicrowhouseinJerseyCity,has
been a consultant to the UDC on hght-
ing and signage for Times Square since
1982 (when he was project architect at
Meyers 8c SchiffAssociates). He recent-
lydesignedasignagestructureforthe
Bertehaam Inc. building.

After dinner, Giacalone, project archi-
tect for the Triboro Bridge and Tunnel
AuthorityMarineParkwayService
Building expansion, pulled out two pris-
ma renderings of his personal design
work for a group crit. Candid com-
ments fouowed in the manner of an
active grad school review. It was a
refreshing atmosphere, since not even
the closest architecniral friends often
leap into unadulterated critique. MARS
members must present at least one

projectaycarforreviow.

Davis, color laser prints in hand, started
a group dscussion on the advantages of
computer modeling presentations on
the Macintosh. Maltz, who hopes to

produce a line of inflatable furniture for
the mass market, presented the proto-
type of his inflatable plasdc stool, made
in China, which won a f}+44 fiimiture
competition award in 1983. Davis 8c
Maltz recendy completed several resi-
dential renovations in New York and
Cormecrfut, and two new 5,000-

square-foothousesinAdantaandEast
Hampton. The fin is also designing
offices for the Jewish Fund for Justice, a
nonprofitorganization.

RonnetteRileydiscussedherdesignfor
the New World Coffee Espresso Cafe,
which has won two awards from retail
trade magazines and has been used for
eight cafe in Manhattan to date. Her
designforcheColoursbyAlexander

Julian retail boulque will be instaued in

Studto f;or a wrtter of screenpkys, Damascus,

I'ennylvanid, Donato Giacalone

80 department stores his year, and she
is currently completing a 5 ,000-squnre-
foot office renovation for the la.w fin
Eisenberg, Tanchum & I.evy and an
1100-square-footofficeforanadverds-
ing firm in Montego Bay, Jamaica.
Riley, the most experienced member of
MARS, is "a great role model for us,"
commented Murphy. The same could
be said about the MARS group in rela-
tion to the larger community of young
architects. As a model for encouraring
debate and dialogue, MARS broadens
the goals and perspeedves of those who

pardcipate.

A{Iive in The  Field
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House addition, Saltdire, Fire Island, Neu]

York, Nick I'etschek

When he is not working on computer
animation, product design, or computer
cousuling,NewYorkdesignerNick
Petschek, who received his MArch.
from Yale University in 1986, focuses
on his residential projects on Fire Island.
Often he is faced with the dilemma of
adding on to an existing spec house that
is devoid of any design integrity. In one

project he subverted the "box" theme by
drapingtheendrestrucfuewitha
curved roof that reaches toward the
ocean. He recently designed two new
residences that use the island box-type to
estabhih a functional core, which he
thenwrappedwithasleeveofcommu-
nal living and dining spaces that provide
views of the waterfront. In another pror

ject, he split the box open at the top to
formaprotectedroofdeckshielded
from the neighbors. Using Dataced and
Up front, Petschek moves from design
developmentdrawing§directlyinto
threerdimeusional cousmiedon details
and perspectives of the framing systems.
Petschek's dexterity in using the com-

puter as a design and coustrucrion tool
has won the respect of several builders
on the island, one of whom comris-
sioned Petschck to design his house
afterworkingwithhin.
Katherine K Chid is a desigrier with the Ma:ya Lin

Stwd:io, and Anne Nixon is a desigliier wi:lh  1100

Architect.



OPTHON 2
Temp to Perm placement - To convert a CFA hourly employee to
your payroll,  CFA charges a fixed fee of $2,000  any time between
three  and  six  months,  OR  7€o  fee  after  six  months.  A4l¢72jJ  CZ#
clierits  exercise this o|)tion ¢fier a sttcce§sful trial period,  or wherl project
loads increase.

Consulting for Architects, Inc. Placement Services
12 East 33rd Street 9th Floor NYC 10016 (212) 532-4360 Fax 696-9128

"The leader in architectural recruiting and staffing"
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URBAN   (ENTER   BO0KS'   TOP   10

AS of A|Jril 29,1994
1.    Central park Map (Fulton, paper,

$3.00).

2.    NewYork Deco, Carla Breeze (Rizzoli,

paper, $18.95).
3.    Plan for I.ower Manhattan (Department

ofcityplanning,paper,$17.50).
4.    The Next American Metropolis:

Ecology, Community and the American
Dream, Peter Calthoape (Princeton
Architectural Press, paper, $24.95).

5.    Towns and Townmaldng principles,
Andres Dunny and Elizabeth Plater-
Zyberk, essays by Leon Krier, Vincent
Scully, and others (Rizzoh, paper,
$27.50).

6.    What is Architecture?, Paul shepheard
(MIT Press, paper, $9.95).

7.    Pubhic space for public Life (The parks
Council, paper, $ 12.50).

8.    Tadao Ando, Macao Furuyama
(Anemis, paper, $24.95).

9.    American House styles, John Baker
O{orton, cloth, $ 19.95).

10.  Technopoles of the World, Peter Hall
and Manuel Casteus (Routledge, paper,
$19.95).

R[ZZOLI   B00KSTORES'   TOP   10

As of April 29, 1994
1.    Frank IJoyd wright Masterworks,

Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer and David IArkin
(Rizzoli, cloth, $60.00).

2.    Frank IJoyd wright Architect, ed.
Terence Riley and Peter Reed (Museum
of Modern Art/Abrams, cloth, $60.00).

3.    Eyewitness visual Dictionary of
Buildings (Dorling and Kindersley,
cloth, $14.95).

4.     Constructed view, Joseph Rosa (RIzzoli,
cloth, $50.00).

5.    Morphosis: Buildings and projects,
Peter Cook and George Rand (RIzzoli,
cloth $50.00, paper $35.00).

6.    Andrea palladio, The Architect in His
Time, Bruce Boucher (Abbeville, cloth,
$95.00).

7.    Eric owen Moss, introduction by philip
Johnson (RIzzoli, paper, $35.00).

8.     Peter pran ofEllerbe Becket: Recent
Works, Daniel Libeskind, Fimihiko
Maki, Peter Pran, John Gaunt, and
Kermeth Frampton (Academy
Editions/St. Manin's Press, cloth $45.00,

paper $30.00).
9.    Richard Meier, Architect, Volume 2,

Kenneth Franpton and Peter Rykwert
(Rizzoli, paper, $40.00).

10.  Picturing wright, Pedro Guerrero
(Pomegranate, cloth, $29.95).

OPTION 3
Permanent placement - No matter what experience or salary, CFA
charges  a fixed  fee  of $3,650  if you hire  our  candidate.  CFA does
not  charge  based  on  a percentage  of the  candidate's  annual  salary.
When we do the sd,me amount of work, why should a candidate's salary
level result in higher fees i;o you?

Consulting for Architects, Inc. Placement Services
12 East 33rd Street 9th Floor NYC 10016 (212) 532-4360 Fax 696-9128

"The leader in architectural recruiting and stafflng"
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Why Colas'u,ltingf or Architects, Inc. f or CADD?
•   Multiple Softwares Taught: State licensed courses

in Autodesk's AutocAD® rel  12,   Intergraph  Microstation  PC®
Ver.  5, and  many others.

•    Flexible Schedule:  Morning, afternoon and evening
sessions at our classroom facility or at your office by the hour.

•    Minimized  Down Time:  Everyweek, intensive
20-hour,1-week courses; Construction documentation
and  design; 2D  & 3D.  (basic,  intermediate and  advanced.)

•    Small  Class  Size: Taught by state licensed AVE/C instructors for
design  professionals;  limit 6 students per class  in  high-quality
learning environment.

•rp~.   Three Months Free:   Each class includes practice time in our
computer lab;  Prepare a  project for your portfolio.

•    Custom Training: We teach your staff our curriculum, or train
''   them,  by the hour, on your projects.

I

•    Other Services=  In-house CADD production  packages; Job
placement of CADD personnel; CADD hardware and software
consultation; Weekly CADD station  rentals.

Curriculum developed with:
The Boston Society

•B--_S-A
VISA, Mastercard 8c Discover accepted. Payment plan available. Discount for unemployed professionals.

W;e are a priuate school lineused by The New Ylork Std;te Ed:ueahon Departlnen;i

AIA New York (hqpter
The  Founding  Chapter of
The American  Institute  of Architects

200  Lexington  Avenue
New York,  NY  10016

LEE     S®      JpiBLIN
HfiRMpiN     JftBLIN     fiRCHITECTS
228    E    48TH    ST
NEW    YORK    W     1®@17~33®3

Bulk  Rote
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Long  Island  City,

New York
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